Abstract-Objective: Lower limb amputees are at high risk of falling as current prosthetic legs provide only limited functionality for recovering balance after unexpected disturbances. For instance, the most established control method used on powered leg prostheses tracks local joint impedance functions without taking the global function of the leg in balance recovery into account. Here, we explore an alternative control policy for powered transfemoral prostheses that considers the global leg function and is based on a neuromuscular model of human locomotion. Methods: We adapt this model to describe and simulate an amputee walking with a powered prosthesis using the proposed control, and evaluate the gait robustness when confronted with rough ground and swing leg disturbances. We then implement and partially evaluate the resulting controller on a leg prosthesis prototype worn by a nonamputee user. Results: In simulation, the proposed prosthesis control leads to gaits that are more robust than those obtained by the impedance control method. The initial hardware experiments with the prosthesis prototype show that the proposed control reproduces normal walking patterns qualitatively and effectively responds to disturbances in early and late swing. However, the response to midswing disturbances neither replicates human responses nor averts falls.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE are currently an estimated 600 000 lower limb amputees in the United States, a number expected to rise in the coming decades due to a growing diabetes epidemic [1] . A major problem that confronts this population is falls, which can cause bodily harm and trigger a fear of physical activity. This issue especially affects transfemoral amputees due to limited actuation and control in commercial prostheses. For instance, manufacturers have released a number of prosthetic devices, such as the Ottobock C-leg and the Ossur Rheo Knee [2] , which employ microprocessor-controlled knee dampers that improve steady gait characteristics over passive mechanical prostheses. However, without active components, these products cannot match the performance of human limbs as they cannot generate positive net work over a gait cycle. Consequently, transfemoral amputees wearing these prostheses suffer from increased energy consumption, slower ambulation speeds, and a limited ability to respond to unexpected disturbances, such as trips, slips, and pushes [3] , [4] . To address the kinematic, energetic, and robustness problems caused by mechanical passivity, researchers have developed powered knee-ankle prostheses and controllers that generate desired walking motions. One recent example is Vanderbilt University's powered lower limb prosthesis [5] - [7] , which features motors at both the ankle and knee joints that enable it to generate positive net work over a gait cycle. Research efforts have produced several control methods for this prosthesis: One such method is quasi-stiffness control, which uses the torque versus angle relationships seen during intact walking to produce torque references for the prosthesis. This control strategy can also achieve speed adaptation via interpolation between two sets of quasi-stiffness profiles, one for slow walking and one for fast walking [8] . Another method, minimum jerk swing control, uses the estimated swing duration and the joint angles and velocities at toe off to generate smooth torque trajectories that dorsiflex the ankle, flex the knee in order to achieve ground clearance, and then extend the knee before heel strike [9] . Finally, virtual constraint control enforces biomimetic ankle-foot and kneeankle-foot rollover shapes via a partial feedback linearizing controller [10] .
The most established control method used on this and similar powered prostheses is impedance control. This strategy uses piecewise impedance functions to approximate the torque versus joint angle relationships for each phase of the intact human gait cycle. With this control method, Sup and colleagues produced joint angles and torques for the knee and ankle similar to those seen during normal level-ground walking [7] . However, they also found that the required impedance functions vary greatly with the environment [11] and need to be augmented with a separate stumble classifier and recovery controller to react to disturbances [12] .
An alternative approach to joint control in prostheses is to mimic the underlying dynamics and control policies of the human neuromuscular system. Instead of replicating recorded torque profiles with impedance or similar functions, modeling the human system that generates these torques may yield more natural motions. Moreover, the human neuromuscular system may provide guidance for integrating high-level objectives and, thus, for generalizing a prosthesis control to unexpected situations. This approach has been successfully applied to a powered ankle prosthesis [13] , which mimics the kinematics and kinetics of the ankle joint in human walking including its adaptation to sloped environments. It remains unclear, however, whether the approach generalizes to the more complex function of the knee joint in gait and balance recovery.
Here, we extend the neuromuscular control approach to kneeankle prostheses for transfemoral amputees. First, we review and modify a neuromuscular model of intact human locomotion to design a prosthesis controller based on muscle reflexes and local feedbacks (see Section II). Next, to evaluate the neuromuscular prosthesis control, we construct a simulation of an amputee walking on a powered prosthesis and perform optimizations to identify parameters that lead to robust locomotion over rough terrain (see Section III). We then compare the performance of the proposed control to that of impedance control and find that the proposed control improves robustness to elevation changes and unexpected deviations from nominal walking, suggesting that it may help amputees prevent trips and falls (see Fig. 1 ). Finally, we present preliminary results toward implementing the proposed control on a powered leg prosthesis currently under development. We investigate the resulting controller's ability to reproduce the leg behavior of human gait in steady walking and probe the response of the prosthesis to impulse disturbances during swing (Section IV).
II. REFLEXIVE WALKING CONTROL
We propose a prosthesis control based on a neuromuscular model of unimpaired human locomotion similar to that presented in [14] . This paper uses approximate models of muscle dynamics and hypothesized reflex pathways to generate joint torques for a seven-link planar biped, producing gaits that are kinetically, kinematically, and electromyographically similar to observed human locomotion patterns. A drawback of the model presented in [14] is a lack of robust foot placement during swing, which is essential for balance recovery [15] - [17] . To address this issue, Desai and Geyer [18] analyzed the passive double-pendulum dynamics of a leg during swing and proposed a heuristic control that shapes these dynamics to achieve ground clearance and placement of the foot into target positions. Integrating this swing leg control with the previous muscle reflex control during stance allows the model to walk across terrain featuring unexpected steps with elevation changes in the range of −9 to +12 cm [19] . We adapt this hybrid neuromuscular model to derive a transfemoral prosthesis control.
A. Neuromuscular Stance Control
In stance, a leg of the hybrid model is actuated by seven Hilltype muscle tendon units [20] (soleus, gastrocnemius (GAS), tibialis anterior, vastus (VAS), hamstring (HAM), hip flexors, and gluteus) illustrated in Fig. 2 . These muscles produce torques about the ankle, knee, and hip
where r m (φ i ) is the variable moment arm of muscle m about joint i, and F m (S, l mtc , l ce ) is the force produced by the muscletendon unit given stimulation S, muscle-tendon unit length l mtc , and contractile element length l ce .
The muscles of the stance leg are stimulated by reflexes primarily in the form of muscle length and force feedbacks. In general, the stimulation S m (t) of muscle m is modeled as 
The second function, preventing knee overextension, is implemented via two mechanisms. The first mechanism is positive force feedback of biarticular muscles, the GAS and HAM, which helps to counteract the tendency for knee overextension caused by ankle plantarflexion and hip extension torques, respectively. For example, the HAM has a force feedback reflex 
where φ off is the angle beyond which the VAS is inhibited. The final function of balancing the trunk is accomplished by a proportional-derivative control, which produces stimulations for the hip muscles (hip flexors, gluteus, and HAM) to stabilize the trunk at a reference lean. Because muscles can only pull but not push, the proportional derivative control signal is distributed as hip flexor stimulation if the signal represents flexion torque, and as simultaneous stimulation for the gluteus and HAM if it represents hip extension torque. For example, the complete HAM stimulation becomes
where the last two terms are the reflex contributions from the trunk balance control. A more detailed description of the stance reflex control can be found in [19] .
B. Swing Leg Placement Control
The swing control comprises two layers. In the first layer, a leg placement policy
prescribes desired foot placement locations, where α tgt is the target leg angle, α 0 is the default leg angle, d is the horizontal distance between the stance leg ankle and the model's center of mass, v is the velocity of the center of mass, and c d and c v are constants. This policy is taken from [21] and presents an empirical generalization of the leg placement strategies that recover the linear inverted pendulum model of human walking from disturbances [16] , [17] . The target angle generated by this policy forms a central input to the second layer, the swing limb control detailed in [18] . The portion of this control that governs the knee action uses a finite state machine to switch between three phases. The first phase allows the knee to passively flex in response to hip moments generated at the onset of swing. If the passive knee flexion is insufficient (the foot swings forward with a tendency to scuff the ground), the control produces active flexion torque of the knee in proportion to the rateα of forward leg motion
where k i is the flexion gain, and the leg angle α is defined as the angle between the horizontal and the hip-ankle line.
The second phase activates when the leg length, defined as the distance between the hip and ankle, contracts below a threshold. In this phase, the knee torque is given by (9) where k ii 1 and k ii 2 are damping coefficients. The first case dampens knee flexion, while the second case dampens knee extension, but allows progressively more extension as the leg angle approaches its target. The modulation term (α −φ k ) prevents premature landing of the leg by damping the knee if it extends faster than the overall leg angle.
The third phase engages when the leg angle gets within a threshold of the target leg angle. The control then applies torque to stop and extend the knee
whereα max is the maximum leg retraction velocity for which the stopping knee torque is applied. When this torque brings the leg velocity to zero, a knee extension torque is added
where l 0 is the rest leg length, l is the current leg length, and k ext is a proportional gain. The swing leg control also specifies a hip torque in the form of a proportional derivative control on the leg angle
This hip torque is supplemented by a feedforward term
iii k (13) that neutralizes the coupling dynamics between the knee and hip during the knee's stop and extend phase [see (10) ]. The torques produced by the swing controller augment the net torques produced by the Hill-type muscles and reflexes during stance. At heel strike, the control policy switches from using the swing leg control torques to the stance torques generated by the muscle models. In late stance, the policy mixes the torques specified by the stance and swing controllers by scaling the stance and swing torques and muscle stimulations in proportion to the normalized ground reaction force
During swing, only the swing leg torques are used.
C. Reflex Prosthesis Design and Control
Balance recovery in humans can require peak torques and speeds at the knee joint of about 120 N · m and 1.8 rev/s, respectively, [22] , [23] . Fig. 3 shows a CAD rendering and an initial prototype of a powered knee-ankle prosthesis designed to achieve this performance envelope. The design includes two identical series elastic actuators (SEAs), each consisting of a brushless motor (TQ-Group ILM85-13HS), a Harmonic Drive gearset (CSG-25-50), and a series composite leaf spring. One actuator drives the knee joint and the other drives the ankle joint [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Both are designed to produce peak joint speeds of about 1.67 rev/s, and peak joint torques of about 170 N · m, assuming 75% gear efficiency. In addition, the ankle has a parallel spring that can store and release energy during the gait cycle. The design also includes two absolute encoders (Renishaw Resolute) per joint located on either side of each joint's series elastic spring. These encoders measure the knee and ankle angles (θ k and θ a ), and the deflection of the series springs, thereby providing an estimate of joint torques (τ k and τ a ). Finally, the prosthesis also includes an IMU (YEI Technology 3-Space Sensor) mounted on the thigh side of the knee joint to estimate the thigh angle θ t with respect to the vertical axis (see Fig. 7 ). The complete prototype will weigh about 6 kg with an additional 5 kg carried in a backpack for batteries and motor controllers. Fig. 3(b) shows our current development stage of the prototype with the powered knee joint and a passive ankle foot.
The control of the prosthesis distinguishes between a lower level and a behavior level. At the lower level, each actuator is controlled by a SEA control [24] , [25] that regulates a desired joint torque by commanding motor torque. The desired joint torques for the knee and ankle are generated at the behavior level by the control reviewed in Sections II-A and II-B.
During stance, the behavior control simulates five virtual muscles that span the knee and ankle joints ( Fig. 4 ; virtual soleus, GAS, tibialis anterior, VAS, and HAM shown in blue). These muscles and their reflex controls realize the net torques at the knee and ankle joints required to generate compliant behavior and to prevent knee joint overextension (see Section II-A). The virtual stimulations of these muscles require information about the knee and ankle angles of the prosthesis, which is provided by the joint position encoders. In addition, the biarticular HAM stimulation requires knowledge of the amputee's hip angle, which is estimated by the IMU mounted on the thigh (θ h ≈ θ t ).
During swing, the prosthesis uses the reviewed swing leg control to specify the knee torque (see Section II-B). However, there is an important difference between the previously reviewed control and the control implemented on the prosthesis. As the prosthesis does not have access to information about the user's center of mass and stance leg ankle position, we replace the adaptive leg placement policy [see (7) ] with a constant target leg angle α tgt = const. The prosthesis obtains information about the leg length and leg angle from the knee encoder and a thigh-mounted IMU using l 2 = l 2 t + l 2 s − 2l t l s cos θ k and α = π/2 − θ h + arcsin ((l s sin θ k )/l), respectively. In addition, during swing, a length feedback reflex on a virtual tibialis anterior muscle dorsiflexes the ankle and improves foot ground clearance.
III. BALANCE RECOVERY IN SIMULATED EXPERIMENTS

A. Amputee Walking Simulation
We study the performance of the proposed transfemoral prosthesis controller in a simulation model of a unilateral amputee equipped with the proposed powered prosthesis. To more accurately model an amputee's anatomy, we sever the femur of the unimpaired human model 11 cm above the knee and attach the HAM muscle to the distal end of the shortened bone, as recommended in [26] . This change converts the biarticular HAM into a monoarticular muscle that only extends the hip. Next, we attach a model of the full prosthesis [see Fig. 3(a) ] to the severed femur (see Fig. 4 ). The prosthesis model includes SEAs for the knee and ankle, the electrical dynamics of the motors, gearbox ratios and resultant reflected inertias, and current-based SEA control for these actuators [24] . Fig. 4 . Control overview of the amputee walking model. The amputee and the prosthesis are driven by nearly identical neuromuscular controls. During stance, reflex stimulations of Hill-type muscles generate torques about the joints. During swing, the control specifies torques that drive the legs to desired landing angles α tgt (compare Fig. 2) . To control the prosthesis, the torques produced by the muscles and the swing control are converted to motor voltages by SEA controllers.
The reference torques for the SEAs are generated by the behavior control. The behavior control implements the hybrid neuromuscular control with one modification. Because the attachment of the HAM muscle is relocated, the hip swing control on the prosthesis side does not have the feedforward term neutralizing the disturbance created by the knee's stop and extend phases [see (13) ].
To compare the performance of the proposed control, we also simulate the state-of-the-art impedance control method at the behavior level [5] - [7] , [11] . Specifically, we implement the impedance control presented in [6] as it tended to perform better than other versions in our simulations. This control partitions the gait cycle into four phases. In each phase i, the torque of an actuated joint is governed by an impedance function
where θ is the joint angle, θ 1,i and θ 2,i are angle offsets, and k 1,i , k 2,i , and b i are the impedance parameters.
B. Controller Optimization for Natural and Robust Walking
For both the hybrid neuromuscular controller and the impedance controller, we use optimization to search for gaits that appear natural and are robust to disturbances. For the hybrid neuromuscular model, we optimize 53 parameters that include reflex feedback gains and swing leg control parameters for both the amputee and prosthesis as well as the SEA control gains. To reduce the number of parameters to optimize, we use fixed values for many parameters, such as the muscle properties and prestimulations. For the impedance controller, we optimize 59 parameters that include the reflex feedback gains and the swing leg control parameters for the amputee model, and the impedance parameters and SEA controller gains for the prosthesis. Again, to reduce the number of parameters to optimize, the impedance parameters that are set to zero according to [6] are fixed to zero during the optimization.
We rely on the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy [27] and perform optimization in two steps. In the first step, we search for control parameters that generate a gait with natural kinematics and kinetics. To this end, we take advantage of the observation that human gait seems to result from minimizing metabolic energy consumption [28] , and use the cost of
as the optimization criterion. In the cost, W accounts for the energy consumption of both the modeled amputee's muscles and the prosthesis' virtual muscles according to [29] , τ cmd is the sum of the torques commanded by the neuromuscular swing control or the impedance control, τ limit is the sum of torques produced by the model's mechanical hardstops, which prevent knee and ankle hyperextension, m is the mass of the amputee, g is the gravitational acceleration, and x is the distance travelled in 20 s. The hand tuned constants c 1 = 0.1 and c 2 = 0.01 ensure that the terms of the cost function have similar order-of-magnitude. We run the above optimization for 300 iterations, and use the best resulting set of control parameters to seed an optimization for robustness to unexpected changes in ground height. For this second step, the cost function becomes
rewarding the distance travelled and penalizing joint hyperextension (c 3 = 0.0005). Instead of level ground, we evaluate the cost using terrain that is flat for the first 10 m (to allow the model to reach steady walking) and then features steps, spaced 1 m apart and drawn from a uniform random distribution. The width of the distribution grows at a rate of 2.5-cm/m distance travelled, resulting in steps that grow progressively rougher the farther the model walks. To avoid overfitting, we perform the evaluation on five different terrains, resulting in an average cost. Like in the first step, we stop the optimization after 300 iterations, resulting in the final best set of control parameters.
C. Prosthesis Performance on Rough Terrain
We evaluate the performance of the proposed control and of impedance control by subjecting the amputee model to terrains that are flat for 10 m and then feature steps drawn from uniform distributions for another 90 m. The widths of the distributions are constant but vary among the terrains to test the control performance on steps of increasing steepness (0 to ±14 cm, 2 cm increments, total of eight terrains). 5 shows the distances the amputee model walks over 50 trials at each roughness level (proposed neuromuscular control in blue, impedance control in green). Most of the trials with the impedance-controlled prosthesis cover the full distance up to a roughness of 2 cm. At a roughness of 4 cm, however, the median distance drops to 34 m, which further declines as the roughness increases. In contrast, the prosthesis using the neuromuscular control allows the amputee model to walk the full distance up to a roughness of 6 cm. Moreover, neuromuscular control has a similar distribution of distances walked at a roughness of 8 cm as impedance control has at a roughness of 4 cm.
Although the prosthesis using neuromuscular control significantly improves the robustness of the amputee model on rough terrain, the performance trails by a large margin that of an unimpaired model (see Fig. 5 , red line), for which most of the trials covered the full distance up to a roughness of 10 cm. Limiting the swing leg placement targets in the neuromuscular prosthesis control to constant angles may account for some of this performance gap. In future work, we may overcome this limitation by estimating the amputee's center of mass velocity and stance ankle position so that the prosthesis control can take advantage of the full leg placement policy [see (7)]. Other sources for the performance gap could stem from differences in the inertial properties between the prosthesis and the healthy leg, delay and inaccuracy in the SEA torque tracking, and the increased number of parameters in the asymmetric amputee model, which can reduce the quality of the optimized solutions.
D. Prosthesis Response to Simulated Trips
A possible explanation for why the neuromuscular control produces more robust behavior than impedance control is the former's attempt to mimic the underlying dynamics and goals of human motor control rather than to track impedance behavior about a predefined motion for each individual joint. To illustrate this difference, we subject the amputee model with both control strategies to a simulated trip in the form of a 15 N · s impulse applied at 5% of the undisturbed swing duration. Fig. 1 ). Fig. 6(a) shows the toe trajectory of the prosthesis using neuromuscular control both in the undisturbed and disturbed cases. While the impulse causes a large deviation from the nominal trajectory in early swing, the controller quickly recovers. From midswing onward, the foot follows a qualitatively similar path, maintains adequate ground clearance, and successfully reaches a similar foot placement as in the undisturbed case. In contrast, the prosthesis with impedance control does not respond adequately when subjected to the disturbance [see Fig. 6(b) ]. This is illustrated by the prosthesis behavior in midswing, during which it does not react appropriately to maintain ground clearance of the toe. Rather, the joint-based impedance functions drive the knee into extension prematurely, and the prosthetic foot scuffs the ground resulting in a trip and subsequent fall (compare also Fig. 1 ).
IV. INITIAL CONTROL EVALUATION ON HARDWARE
Our simulation results suggest that the proposed prosthesis design and control can improve balance recovery in transfemoral amputee walking in some situations. Toward a full realization and study on amputee subjects, we present a partial implementation and evaluation of the control on the current prosthesis prototype worn by a nonamputee user. Fig. 7 shows an able-bodied user wearing our current prosthesis prototype. The current prosthesis prototype has an active knee SEA unit and an unpowered spring-loaded ankle [compare Fig. 3(b) ]. We connect the prosthesis to a knee crutch (iWalk 2.0 Hands Free Crutch) in order to allow a nonamputee experimenter to test the control. Additionally, the experimenter wears a lift shoe to compensate for the added thigh length of the knee crutch and prosthesis. To control the prosthesis knee, we use Simulink Real-Time (Mathworks, USA), which samples all sensors (joint encoders, IMU on thigh, force sensors in foot), runs a low-level SEA control [25] , and sends commands to the motor controller at a rate of 1 kHz (compare Section II-C). In addition, the real time software executes the hybrid neuromuscular behavior control at a rate of 5 kHz, ensuring that the integration (ode1) of the simulated muscle dynamics remains stable.
A. Experimental Testbed
The behavior control of the knee is identical in swing to the one used in the simulation experiments [see (8)- (11)]; however, the missing ankle actuation in the current prosthesis prototype restricts the neuromuscular stance control to those muscles that span the knee: the VAS, HAM, and GAS. The HAM and VAS are stimulated according to (4) and (5), respectively. Similarly, the GAS is stimulated by positive force feedback (compare Section II-A). (The torso balance contribution of the complete HAM stimulation, (6) , is neglected.)
B. Slow Walking Behavior
We first test if the prosthesis control can reproduce normal stance and swing behavior of the lower limb in steady-state walking. For this purpose, we capture joint kinematics and kinetics as well as the virtual muscle activations of the prosthesis control, while an experimenter walks for ten trials with the crutch and prosthesis system on a treadmill. Because the fit of Fig. 8 . Prosthesis behavior at walking speed of 0.5 m/s. Shown are the hip and knee trajectories, the knee controller torque, and the activations of the VAS, HAM, and GAS muscles generated by the prosthesis control in the testbed. Solid black lines show averaged data of ten trials with the individual trials depicted in gray. Dashed lines show corresponding data from human walking at preferred speed (joint angles and knee torque: [30] , muscle surface electromyograms: [31] ). Solid and dashed vertical lines indicate median toe off times for the prosthesis and human data, respectively. the crutch to the experimenter's leg is not very tight, we limit the walking speed to 0.5 m/s and the experimenter holds onto handrails for safety (see Fig. 7 ).
The control generates steady-state prosthesis behavior that qualitatively reproduces human leg behavior in walking. Fig. 8 compares the observed prosthesis leg behavior (solid lines) to corresponding human data at the preferred walking speed (dashed lines, adapted from [30] , [31] ). The hip and knee kinematics match overall, although later transitions from stance to swing are observed in both joints (θ h and θ k ) and the prosthesis knee flexes less in stance (θ k ). The knee torque follows trends similar to human data, but the peak flexion and extension torques in the early stance phase are diminished (τ k ). These lower peaks are caused by reduced activations of the virtual VAS and HAM muscles in this phase, a clear difference to these muscles' activations in humans, in which bursts of activity at heel strike are followed by relative silence. Finally, the activity of the virtual GAS muscle bears strong similarity to the activity of this muscle in human walking.
To some extent, limitations of our current experimental testbed may account for observed discrepancies. The imposed slow walking speed of 0.5 m/s required less energy absorption in early stance than a normal walking speed. Moreover, the experimenter held onto the handrails to assist with lateral balance, which may have channeled some impact energy through the arms. In addition, the hybrid nature of the proposed control prevents the virtual muscles from activating in swing, which is the case in humans (Fig. 8, VAS and HAM activities from 80% to 100% of gait cycle), and would alter the response of the virtual muscles at heel strike. Finally, the lack of an active ankle and its control in the current prosthesis prototype further limits how closely the leg behaviors can match.
C. Response to Swing Leg Tripping
In a second set of experiments, we evaluate the response of the prosthesis controller to trip disturbances. We apply disturbances during treadmill walking by commanding flexion knee torques to the prosthesis in addition to its swing leg control torque. The added torque simulates an obstacle encounter modeled in the same way as the stopping torque of the swing leg control [see (10) ], with α thr replaced by a disturbance leg angle. The foot can pass the simulated obstacle if the leg length contracts beyond a threshold of 94 cm. For an early-, mid-, or late-swing encounter, the disturbance angle is set to 110
• , 95
• , or 80
• , respectively. In addition, anticipation of the trip by the experimenter is prevented by applying the disturbance only with a probability of 25%.
The experiments reveal that in response to disturbances during early and late swing, the prosthesis control places the swing leg with high repeatability and produces leg elevating and lowering strategies observed in humans. Fig. 9 shows the Cartesian ankle trajectory in swing over ten trials for the undisturbed (a) and disturbed conditions (b)-(d). In the undisturbed condition, the leg placement is repeatable with an interquartile range (IQR) of landing positions of 3.1 cm and a bias of 2.7 cm (median) from the target (dashed line). (Further tuning of the control parameters should improve the landing position accuracy.)
In the early disturbance condition [see Fig. 9(b) ], the prosthesis generates large knee flexion roughly doubling the peak ground clearance. Nonetheless, the median landing position remains within 5.3 cm of the target (IQR: 10.2 cm) demonstrating the knee control's ability to compensate for early swing disturbances. This response is similar to the leg elevating strategy observed in humans when disturbed shortly after toe off [32] , [33] . The biological strategy, however, shows active knee flexor muscle contributions, while the prosthesis knee flexion is entirely passive, as the leg angular velocity does not become negative during the disturbance [see (8) , Section II-B]. In the late disturbance condition [see Fig. 9(d) ], the prosthesis leg behavior resembles the lowering strategy of humans [33] , in which knee extensor muscles quickly extend the leg. This behavior is triggered on the prosthesis in the third phase of the swing control before the leg angle starts to retract [see (11) ]. The prosthesis achieves ground contact slightly earlier with a median landing point of 8.8 cm before the target (IQR: 3 cm).
Finally, Fig. 9(c) shows the response of the prosthesis to a midswing disturbance. When humans are confronted with disturbances in midswing, they may use either elevating or lowering strategies [32] , [33] . However, the prosthesis response resembles neither strategy. During midswing, the prosthesis control uses a holding policy, damping both knee flexion and extension [see (9) ]. Consequently, in most cases, the knee angle neither flexes adequately to clear the obstacle nor extends quickly enough to make timely ground contact. In these trials, falling was only prevented via support from the treadmill handrails.
V. DISCUSSION
Our simulation results suggest that the hybrid neuromuscular control policy can improve amputee gait stability over existing impedance control methods. An amputee model walking with a powered prosthesis showed substantial improvements in balance recovery on rough ground and after swing leg trips when using the hybrid neuromuscular control policy as opposed to impedance control. One possible reason for the improvement is that the proposed controller considers global leg information, such as the target leg angle [see (8) - (10)], and it is well known that without placing the feet into proper target points on the ground, legged systems fail to balance [15] - [17] , [34] - [36] . A second reason could be that the design of the swing leg control policy explicitly accounts for large disturbances to the lower limb dynamics in order to achieve the desired leg placements [18] . Neither is the case for current impedance control policies; however, future research may show that impedance or other control policies can equally make use of this global information and design criterion.
Whether the simulation results transfer to amputee gait remains to be determined. In an initial test with a nonamputee experimenter wearing the prosthesis via a knee adaptor, we found that the hybrid neuromuscular control reproduces normal walking patterns qualitatively and effectively responds to disturbances in early and late swing. To understand if these initial results generalize to amputee locomotion requires further research. First, we only simulated disturbances in the hardware tests by commanding disturbance torques to the prosthesis knee. This approach allowed us to apply reproducible disturbances, but it does not capture real tripping or obstacle encounters, which will, for instance, exert torques about the hip joint as well. Second, the use of the knee adaptor creates abnormal kinematics and inertias and provides only a loose fit between user and prosthesis. In consequence, we only tested slow walking at 0.5 m/s holding onto hand rails.
Finally, the simulation and hardware tests captured only a small portion of the balance disturbances that humans typically encounter [37] . Other disturbances may evoke amputee responses that the simulation model does not capture; especially since it is driven solely by a reflexive walking controller that ignores conscious interventions. In addition, the hardware experiments revealed that the control's response to midswing disturbances does not match the observed human responses and risks allowing the user to fall. This result suggests that the model and corresponding hardware implementation require additional reflexes or structural changes in the control to better capture human locomotion and balance recovery. Foot placement into target points, while beneficial in particular for responding to early swing disturbances and for rough ground walking, may not be a goal that the human system prioritizes in response to other disturbances. Identifying human objectives in these situations could lead to improved leg prosthesis behaviors independent of the proposed approach, impedance-like approaches, or other control design approaches.
VI. CONCLUSION
We extended a neuromuscular model to formulate a control policy for powered knee-ankle prostheses. The proposed control approach differs from existing methods like impedance control as it incorporates high-level goals such as the target leg angle, which may help to improve amputee gait stability and stumble recovery.
We evaluated the proposed control in simulation experiments with an amputee gait model and presented preliminary results captured from a nonamputee experimenter wearing a prototype of a powered leg prosthesis with a knee adaptor. Our simulation results suggest that the proposed control enables an amputee to walk over rougher terrain and recover from larger disturbances than an amputee walking with an otherwise identical impedance controlled prosthesis. Our results from the initial hardware implementation of the proposed control indicate that it qualitatively reproduces human leg behavior of steady walking and shows biological responses to disturbances to the swing leg during early and late swing. However, evaluating if these results truly lead to improved balance recovery as performed by amputees will require more experiments. In addition, improving the control's response to midswing disturbances and investigating how well it extends to other types of balance disturbances that humans typically encounter will require further research.
